Weinreich Nautical Bar Question and Answer Sheet
If I ordered it today, how soon can get it delivered?
Estimated up to three months, but this depends on ongoing orders
received. Bars are produced on a first come, first serve basis. The
estimate of three months could be shorter or longer depending on the
production schedule.
What types of wood for the deck?
Teak, African Wenge, Cherry, Imitation wood decks are available for
exterior environments where direct sunlight and other weather
conditions are a factor. Tops can also be produced with a resin coating
for artwork, sports logos, company logos, etc.
What is the width of the boat bar?
4’6” or 54 inches.
What colors can I get the hulls produced in?
There are approximately 8 colors that can be mixed into the fiberglass
material. If a customer wants a different color that is not available for
mixing with fiberglass, special fiberglass paint has approximately 36
colors to choose from. These paints are the same that are used on boats.
Hulls painted to look like wood are also available.
What is the weight capacity of the insulated drawer?
This middle drawer is fully insulated in order to keep ice for cold food
or beverages. The size is 27” length x 16” width x 15” deep. Heavy-duty
400 lbs. slides make the drawer able to take plenty of weight.
Where can I drain the water out?
Yes. The insulated drawer has a drain and the bar hull also has a drain if
necessary for condensation.

What is the total height of the bar top?
Top of the bar top is 42”, a standard bar height.
What is the warranty on the boat?
(Refers to material defects, manufacturer defects.) Our bars are
constructed using the highest grade woods and hardware available.
Palle Weinreich, owner and producer, inspects and personally stands
behind the quality of each individually crafted bar and accessory.
Should you receive an item you feel is defective, please send us
photographs clearly showing the defect, along with a written
description, so that we can assist you in correcting the problem. Abuse
and normal wear and tear will not be covered (examples: scratches,
burn marks, exposure to environmental conditions such as direct sun
over an extended period of time, etc.).
Can it be refrigerated?
The bar is built to accommodate refrigeration. There are units on the
market that can be installed.
Is this a standard size or can I get a bigger bar?
This bar is the standard size and does not come larger. If the customer
desires a larger bar, please contact us for a consultation.
Do you rent these out?
At the present time we do not have any bars available for rent.
Can this be outdoors?
Fine wood decks are subject to sunlight just like a boat deck is. Bars
made with these fine woods can be outside under a patio roof and we
suggest a canvas cover when not in use. Decks made with imitation
woods are meant for fully exterior use. These imitation decks can be
made in many different styles and are meant to withstand direct
sunlight but we suggest a cover when not in use.

Is the deck waterproof?
We have taken measures to make the bar waterproof in the case of rain
or spills.
Is the deck sun proof?
We use a 3 part epoxy resin (the same is used on boats) to protect the
wood. Direst sunlight will create damage over a period of time to fine
woods so, like a boat, you would need to refurbish in approximately 3 or
4 years. We suggest a canvas cover for added protection or keep under a
roofed patio. *Canvas covers are in the works at the present time and
we will post on our website once available.
*In addition, imitation teak or other imitation wood decks are available
and are meant to stand up to ultraviolet rays. They are highly durable.
These are very popular on boats today if low maintenance is desirable.
Can I mount this on my boat bar?
This Depends on what you would like to mount. Plaques, emblems or
other items are all possible. Consult with Palle about these requests in
advance of production of your bar.
Is it free delivery?
Delivery is $2.00 mile in the state of Florida. Out of state delivery fees
will need to be determined.
Can this be used for commercial uses?
Our bars are perfect for commercial use. Heavy-duty wheels make
moving and transporting easy. Decks can be made with imitation teak
for businesses that expect lots of wear and tear.
Can I customize should I desire additional features:

Yes, anything is possible: examples: Wine bottle rack or other bottle
holders, LED lights, refrigeration, footrest, back bar, GFI outlets, etc.
Can there be a locking device for security? All drawers can have locks
installed
Engraved plates are for free or do I have to pay for that? We provide
an engraved plate with our logo and the edition number of the bar. Any
other engraved plates are additional.
What is your cancellation policy?
Please be aware that our orders are customized to your specifications.
Once production begins on your Nautical Bar, we cannot refund your
deposit.
Do you have a website?
www.nauticalboatbars.com
Is there a GFI outlet?
These can be installed
Can you put LED lights at the bottom?
Yes, in fact this plan is already in the works.
What is the base the price?
Please see our price list. These can be requested through our email.

Verification, Production & Approvals
After an order is placed, the client will receive a verification description
of the order by email. Once the client has approved of the description
details, production will begin.

Payment Terms
A 30% deposit is required to secure your order. After consultation and
confirmation of order details, a 20% payment on the balance of the final
price is required for fabrication to begin. After completion of your
Nautical Bar, we will send you confirmation photos and the balance of
the payment is due seven days before delivery.
Do I have to pay sales tax?
Buyers are responsible for Florida State sales tax. To obtain tax
exemption, a resale certificate must be provided
Changes or additional customization
Changes or additional customization to your order must be submitted to
the production manager in writing. Client will receive verification and
client must approve before changes will be made. Changes will only be
possible and implemented in the beginning of the production phase.
Changes or additional customization may be subject to additional
charges determined by the production manager. Approval of these
charges must be made by the client before changes or customization
will be implemented.

